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Agile Project Management 2021-01-29 have you ever tried your hand at software development
only to find out that it s much harder than you prepared for not only do you have to make sure
that your skills are up to par with everybody else but there is also the matter of coordinating
with everyone involved in that project and with collaboration comes the potential for complexity
soon enough you ll be juggling different deadlines and correspondences deal with differences in
design approaches and wade through deep technical problems aside from that you d have to
deal with pressure from investors and stakeholders whose visions your team is trying to
translate into something tangible but often get blindsided by last minute committee decisions
now what if you are open to a more agile method of managing projects but find changes in your
results to be insignificant for instance you might have adopted methodologies like scrum and xp
but find your team of going through the motions of the change instead of fully embracing such
managing a project that requires collaborative effort is complicated and often challenging there
is no doubt to that but what if someone were to tell you that you can help your team achieve its
goals at a faster and far more effective pace this is where this book comes into play in this book
you will learn the different agile methodologies the rationale behind their structures and the
values principles and concepts that you could use in employing them if that is not enough for
you here are a few more things that the book will focus on what motivates teams and what ideas
and principles do they identify with the most the basics of the four major agile methodologies
scrum xp kanban and lean what makes them different from one another restructuring your team
s framework to be more compatible with agile methodologies picking the right methodology for
your team or for a certain project preparing dealing with and mitigating potential problems that
might arise from the application of methodologies ensuring sustainability in the application of
agile methodologies in essence by learning of the why behind agile project management
methods you can find the how in implementing them for your own team and eventually you
should be able to achieve the results you have set for the team or better yet go beyond those
the information provided in this book has been organized in such a way that it is easy to
understand and master even for those who are relatively new to the concepts of software
development and project management if the prospect of learning how to finish projects faster
and more effectively intrigues you then it is now time to dive deep into the world of agile project
management
Agile Software Development Quality Assurance 2007-02-28 this book provides the research and
instruction used to develop and implement software quickly in small iteration cycles and in close
cooperation with the customer in an adaptive way making it possible to react to changes set by
the constant changing business environment it presents four values explaining extreme
programming xp the most widely adopted agile methodology provided by publisher
Agile Project Management 2020-02-15 are you new to project management or looking to
solidify your understanding of the agile project management then this is just the book you have
been looking for the book was carefully written to help you gain a solid understanding of the
fundamental concepts of agile project management that have evolved as the new backbone of
the software development lifecycle to make software development projects more flexible with
high efficiency the agile project management was introduced in the last decade and has quickly
evolved as the new industry standard for project management some of the giants of silicon
valley such as apple google and facebook have become the epitome of how agile practices
should be applied to efficiently deliver high quality software solutions in a short period of time
think of agile method as one project containing smaller projects within itself containing a
backlog of requirements that need to be implemented tested and deployed within the
predefined scope of the project nearly every company today claims that they are agile without
substantially utilizing the true agile values and principles so it is critical to have a solid
understanding of these principles the flexibility and versatility offered by the agile framework
allow it to be used for day to day operations and functioning of non technical teams just as
effectively the truly agile development teams tend to grow rapidly due to the growing success of
agile practices and the increasing demands of the customers as a result the need to implement
agile methodologies on a larger scale would also increase this book will help you gain a thorough
understanding of the project management methodologies focused on the agile framework and
provide you some of the most frequently used programming practices that help to improve
software quality usability longevity remember knowledge is power and with the great power you
will gather from this book you will be armed to make sound personal and professional



technological choices your understanding of agile project management and software
development lifecycle will improve drastically and you will be poised to successfully manage
your software and non software projects by delivering high quality product in a timely and
efficient manner so be a good samaritan and spread the word to your tech savvy friends and
family help them get access to this power
Scrum 2020-01-11 did you always want to be a great project manager able to manage projects
like a breeze but you can t figure out the best way to do it this book can change things for you
keep reading you re probably frustrated about projects not going the way you wish you ve
probably tried solution after solution withoutgood or efficient results do you want to change
things around and make a shift to a far more efficient and effective way of managing your
projects if so then you ve come to the right place you see managing projects doesn t have to be
difficult even if you have tried multiple project management methodologies it is easier than you
might imagine a study conducted by tomas gustavsson in 2016 shows that so called agile
methodologies result in far greater outcomes during projects due to better teamwork customer
interaction and more flexibility similar insights can be found in research conducted by zahid
masood who adds that agile methodologies result in a reduction of costs faster completion of
projects and better management of scope thus you can tackle your projects as you ve never
done before without the hassle old methods bring about here s a tiny fraction of what you ll
discover project management in the past and present and how it can damage you and your
organization what scrum is all about and why you need it what roles and responsibilities can be
found in scrum and how they deliver value almost secretly how to gather your all star scrum
team how to get the ultimate rewards from various artifacts and ceremonies practical examples
to get things started common mistakes that can cost you thousands of dollars and much more
so if you want to learn more about scrum scroll up and click the add to cart button
Quality Assurance in Agile Methodology 2018-07-09 academic paper from the year 2018 in
the subject computer science software grade 3 5 shaheed zulfikar ali bhutto institute of science
technology dubai campus course independent study language english abstract quality assurance
activities in software development are the backbone of any software development quality
assurance activities are not only responsible of product quality but also for process development
quality in conventional software development quality assurance is looked after by a separate
team as the trends of software development moved towards agile development quality
assurance activities also got changed in agile development developers perform most of the
activities such as close collaboration among developer team onsite customer and test
developers test driven development is the approaches in agile development to achieve better
product quality in this study i highlighted the importance of quality assurance in different agile
methodologies mindset of agile development always revolves around product quality but there
is much work to be done to impart quality of process in agile development to get it standardized
and more organized product quality assurance activities remain centric and focused to testing in
this study i have compared different agile methodologies and also highlighted the factors of
quality assurance in each agile method which can be improve overall software development of
any product using agile method i proposed to add an extra layer of quality assurance in agile
projects purpose of inserting an extra layer is to use the knowledge of quality assurance experts
to achieve quality product in development process which will results in higher level of product
quality
Business Intelligence and Agile Methodologies for Knowledge-Based Organizations: Cross-
Disciplinary Applications 2011-09-30 business intelligence applications are of vital importance as
they help organizations manage develop and communicate intangible assets such as
information and knowledge organizations that have undertaken business intelligence initiatives
have benefited from increases in revenue as well as significant cost savings business
intelligence and agile methodologies for knowledge based organizations cross disciplinary
applications highlights the marriage between business intelligence and knowledge management
through the use of agile methodologies through its fifteen chapters this book offers perspectives
on the integration between process modeling agile methodologies business intelligence
knowledge management and strategic management
Agile Project Management Methodology for Beginners: Scrum Project Management for Beginners
2015-09-13 the older rigid traditional models of delivering changes has been replaced with an
agile way of delivering changes the world of apps and internet driven economy means that any



change has to be delivered almost overnight with no scope for delays and the consumer wants
things almost immediately agile provides that project management methodology to help you get
the results immediately
Agile Methodologies for Developers 2023-09-27 agile methodologies are a set of principles
and practices that emphasize flexibility collaboration and customer centricity they are designed
to help organizations deliver products and services more quickly and efficiently this book is a
comprehensive guide to agile methodologies designed to take you from novice to expert it
covers the following topics the history of agile methodologies the principles of agile the
practices of agile agile frameworks and methodologies agile project management agile testing
and quality assurance agile transformation and adoption real world case studies and best
practices the book is written in a clear and concise style and it is full of practical examples and
insights it is an essential resource for anyone who wants to learn more about agile
methodologies what you will learn the fundamental principles of agile such as iterative
development continuous improvement and customer collaboration the most popular agile
frameworks such as scrum and kanban how to apply agile principles and practices to your own
projects how to manage risks and challenges in agile projects how to measure the success of
agile projects real world case studies and best practices from organizations that have
successfully implemented agile why choose this book this book is written by experts with years
of experience in the field it is a comprehensive and up to date resource that covers all aspects
of agile methodologies it provides practical actionable tips and examples that you can use to
improve your own agile skills it is an essential resource for anyone who wants to learn more
about agile methodologies or implement agile in their organization if you are ready to take your
agile skills to the next level then this book is for you order your copy today and start your
journey to becoming an agile expert
Introduction to Agile Methods 2014-06-23 a thorough introduction to the agile framework and
methodologies that are used worldwide organizations of all shapes and sizes are embracing
agile methodologies as a way to transform their products customer satisfaction and employee
engagement many people with varying levels of work experience are interested in
understanding the architecture and nuances of agile but it is difficult to know where to start
numerous practitioner books are available but there has never been a single source for unbiased
information about agile methodologies until now introduction to agile methods is the place to
start for students and professionals who want to understand agile and become conversant with
agile values principles framework and processes authors sondra ashmore and kristin runyan use
academic research and their own experiences with numerous agile implementations to present
a clear description of the essential concepts they address all key roles and the entire
development life cycle including common roadblocks that must be overcome to be successful
through the authors realistic use cases practical examples and thought provoking interviews
with pioneering practitioners complex concepts are made relatable no matter what your role or
level of experience this book provides a foundational understanding that can be used to start or
enhance any agile effort coverage includes how agile compares with the waterfall method and
when to use each why agile demands a cultural transformation and how that looks to each
participant comparing various agile methodologies including scrum kanban extreme
programming xp crystal feature driven development fdd lean and dsdm understanding the roles
within agile and how they work together to create superior results agile approaches to
requirements gathering planning estimating tracking reporting testing quality and integration
extending agile beyond it
Agile Software Development Ecosystems 2002 traditional software development methods
struggle to keep pace with the accelerated pace and rapid change of internet era development
several agile methodologies have been developed in response and these approaches to software
development are showing exceptional promise in this book jim highsmith covers them all
showing what they have in common where they differ and how to choose and customize the
best agile approach for your needs key topics highsmith begins by introducing the values and
principles shared by virtually all agile software development methods he presents detailed case
studies from organizations that have used them as well as interviews with each method s
principal authors or leading practitioners next he takes a closer look at the key features and
techniques associated with each major agile approach extreme programming xp crystal
methods scrum dynamic systems development method dsdm lean development adaptive



software development asd and feature driven development fdd in part iii highsmith offers
practical advice on customizing the optimal agile discipline for your own organization market for
all software developers project managers and other it professionals seeking more flexible
effective approaches to developing software
Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming 2007-07-03 this book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th international conference on agile processes in
software engineering and extreme programming xp 2007 held in como italy in june 2007 it
covers managing agile processes extending agile methodologies teaching and introducing agile
methodologies methods and tools empirical studies and methodology issue
Agile Methodologies In-Depth 2021-01-20 a pragmatic guide that will teach you to
implement agile scrum and kanban in your organization Ê key featuresÊ Ê expert guided
techniques for successful agile transformation in your organization Ê solution focused responses
onÊ interview questions of agile scrum xp dsdm kanban and scrumban Ê reference guide to
prepare for leading pmi acp and safe certification exam descriptionÊ this book is for businesses
that aspire to improve agility deliver fit for purpose products and services delight customers and
provide the security of long term survival associated with mature businesses that consistently
meet or exceed customer expectations learn a lean approach by seeing how kanban made a
difference in four real world situations you ll explore how different teams used kanban to make
paradigm changing improvements in software development these teams were struggling with
overwork unclear priorities and a lack of direction as you discover what worked for them you ll
understand how to make significant changes in real life situations the artefact has been
developed as a resource to understand evaluate and use agile and hybrid agile approaches this
practice guide will help you understand when where and how to apply agile approaches and
provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility what you
will learnÊÊ Ê explore and learn how to build organizational resilience and enterprise maturity
model Ê step by step solutions to implement portfolio kanban and upstream kanban Ê deep dive
into agile shift framework and hybrid agile framework Ê exciting case studies and practical
demonstrations on agile scrum kanban Ê expert ready guidance on overcoming common agile
project management misconceptions who this book is forÊÊ this book is appealing to decision
makers product owners project team members who can make use of this guide in improvising
the productivity and efficient management of business operations without much of hassle Ê
table of contents 1 key success factors for adopting agile scrum kanban in any organization 2
lessons learnt and pragmatic approach Ð agile scrum kanban 3 tricky real world agile scrum
kanban case studies demos and tools 4 agile scrum kanban maturity assessment nuts bolts 5
useful tips techniques for successful agile transformation in any organization and the art of agile
development 6 use of agile for students and parents 7 common agile scrum kanban
misconceptions 8 key takeaways 9 interview questions and answers on agile scrum kanban 10
glossary 11 quiz session 12 test your knowledge
Agile Software Development 2006-10-19 agile software development is a highly stimulating and
rich book the author has a deep background and gives us a tour de force of the emerging agile
methods tom gilb the agile model of software development has taken the world by storm now in
agile software development second edition one of agile s leading pioneers updates his jolt
productivity award winning book to reflect all that s been learned about agile development since
its original introduction alistair cockburn begins by updating his powerful model of software
development as a cooperative game of invention and communication among the new ideas he
introduces harnessing competition without damaging collaboration learning lessons from lean
manufacturing and balancing strategies for communication cockburn also explains how the
cooperative game is played in business and on engineering projects not just software
development next he systematically illuminates the agile model shows how it has evolved and
answers the questions developers and project managers ask most often including where does
agile development fit in our organization how do we blend agile ideas with other ideas how do
we extend agile ideas more broadly cockburn takes on crucial misconceptions that cause agile
projects to fail for example you ll learn why encoding project management strategies into fixed
processes can lead to ineffective strategy decisions and costly mistakes you ll also find a
thoughtful discussion of the controversial relationship between agile methods and user
experience design cockburn turns to the practical challenges of constructing agile
methodologies for your own teams you ll learn how to tune and continuously reinvent your



methodologies and how to manage incomplete communication this edition contains important
new contributions on these and other topics agile and cmmi introducing agile from the top down
revisiting custom contracts creating change with stickers in addition cockburn updates his
discussion of the crystal methodologies which utilize his cooperative game as their central
metaphor if you re new to agile development this book will help you succeed the first time out if
you ve used agile methods before cockburn s techniques will make you even more effective
Extreme Programming and Agile Processes in Software Engineering 2003-08-03 this book
contains most of the papers presented at the 4th international c ference on extreme
programming and agile processes in software engineering xp 2003 held in genoa italy may 2003
the xp 200n series of conferences were started in 2000 to promote the change of new ideas
research and applications in the emerging eld of agile methodologies for software development
over the years the conference has come the main world forum for all major advances in this
important eld also this year the contributions to agile methodologies and extreme p gramming
were substantial they demonstrate that the topic is continuing to gain more and more
momentum in spite of some criticism of agile meth ologies everyone agrees that they address
some unresolved needs of software practitioners people still do not know how to develop
software on time with the desired features and within the given budget this volume is divided
into several thematic sections easing reader s na gation through the content full papers are
presented rst followed by research reports papers from the educational symposium and papers
from the ph d symposium the presentations given during three panel sessions held at the
conference conclude the book the section on managing agile processes includes contributions
highlighting the sometimes di cult relationship between agile methodologies and mana ment
and includes approaches and suggestions that should facilitate the acc tance of agile
methodologies at the di erent levels of management
Agile for Instructional Designers 2019-08-27 discover agile for better instructional design to
serve business needs amid greater volatility and uncertainty in the workplace learning and
development professionals need project management methods that can keep up enter agile
popular in the software development space as an approach to project management agile when
applied to instructional design provides a framework for adapting to change as it happens and
for delivering the content most needed by learners agile for instructional designers proposes
using agile methodology to manage training projects and highlights where traditional linear
processes have failed the business and the end users recognizing that software development
and instructional design have different needs and outcomes author megan torrance developed
the llamatm methodology her approach adapts the common phases of addie to incorporate the
incremental iterative nature of agile projects it allows learners to test and evaluate which
features or design functions work before they re finalized it also offers a way to accommodate
inevitable mid project modifications pushed by stakeholders subject matter experts or
organizational leaders with templates for goal alignment learner personas scope definition
estimating planning and iterative development agile for instructional designers is the resource
you need to embrace change in learning and development
Agile and Lean Concepts for Teaching and Learning 2018-10-24 this book explores the
application of agile and lean techniques originally from the field of software development and
manufacturing to various aspects of education it covers a broad range of topics including
applying agile teaching and learning techniques in the classroom incorporating lean thinking in
educational workflows and using team based approaches to student centred activities based on
agile principles and processes demonstrating how agile and lean ideas can concretely be applied
to education the book offers practical guidance on how to apply these ideas in the classroom or
lecture hall as well as new concepts that could spark further research and development
Crystal Clear 2004-10-19 carefully researched over ten years and eagerly anticipated by the
agile community crystal clear a human powered methodology for small teams is a lucid and
practical introduction to running a successful agile project in your organization each chapter
illuminates a different important aspect of orchestrating agile projects highlights include
attention to the essential human and communication aspects of successful projects case studies
examples principles strategies techniques and guiding properties samples of work products from
real world projects instead of blank templates and toy problems top strategies used by software
teams that excel in delivering quality code in a timely fashion detailed introduction to emerging
best practice techniques such as blitz planning project 360o and the essential reflection



workshop question and answer with the author about how he arrived at these recommendations
including where they fit with cmmi iso rup xp and other methodologies a detailed case study
including an iso auditor s analysis of the project perhaps the most important contribution this
book offers is the seven properties of successful projects the author has studied successful agile
projects and identified common traits they share these properties lead your project to success
conversely their absence endangers your project
Integrating User-Centred Design in Agile Development 2016-09-30 this book examines the
possibilities of incorporating elements of user centred design ucd such as user experience ux
and usability with agile software development it explores the difficulties and problems inherent
in integrating these two practices despite their relative similarities such as their emphasis on
stakeholder collaboration developed from a workshop held at nordichi in 2014 this edited
volume brings together researchers from across the software development ucd and creative
design fields to discuss the current state of the art practical case studies of integrating ucd in
agile development across diverse contexts are presented whilst the different futures for ucd and
other design practices in the context of agile software development are identified and explored
integrating user centred design in agile development will be ideal for researchers designers and
academics who are interested in software development user centred design agile methodologies
and related areas
Agile Project Management 2021-02-05 55 off for bookstores last days are you tired of missing
deadlines do you want to increase speed and flexibility when delivering your product to
customers are you looking for an efficient method to complete your project master agile
methodology become an expert in this incredible bundle you will learn a management system
that breaks down complex projects into smaller pieces letting you finish everything with quality
this bundle includes book 1 agile project management the definitive beginner s guide to learning
agile project management and understanding methodologies for quality control this book will
help you understand what agile project management is understand what agile project
management is not understand the basic principles behind agile project management
understand why agile is needed understand where agile comes from understand why agile has
so many advantages and what they are understand how to actually apply the 12 agile principles
to real life work understand why teams love agile project management understand how to build
truly agile teams understand how to deploy and scale up your agile projects understand why
sometimes agile might not seem to work understand that agile can be a hybrid approach and as
such it can be implemented in traditional companies understand how agile will ultimately
change your life book 2 agile project management methodology a comprehensive beginner s
guide to scrum kanban xp crystal fdd dsdm scrum project management basics and why this
method is so popular what s up with the daily standup anyway how scrum and other agile
methods relate to each other kanban and where it really came from the advantages of kanban
and how it connects to scrum extreme programming and whether or not it is still relevant in
2019 crystal methods and why they are among the most flexible methods out there what
feature driven development actually is why the dynamic system development method is ideal
for corporate agile scaling how to choose the right combination of agile practices for your own
business are you ready to start seeing results do you want to transform the way you manage
projects and teams buy it now and let your customer get addicted to this amazing book
Agile Estimation Techniques and Innovative Approaches to Software Process Improvement
2014-02-28 applying methodologies of software process improvement spi is an effective way for
businesses to remain competitive in the software industry however many organizations find
implementing software process initiatives challenging agile estimation techniques and
innovative approaches to software process improvement reviews current spi techniques and
applications through discussions on current and future trends as well as the presentation of case
studies on spi implementation ideal for use by academics students and policy makers as well as
industry professionals and managers this publication provides a complete overview of current
tools and methodologies regarding software process improvement
Agile Methodology for Developing & Measuring Learning 2013-10-18 this book can help
transform your training development methodology into one that allows you to rapidly respond to
ever changing business needs it will teach you how to deliver learning solutions that are both
timely and effective it will introduce you to a flexible development technique one that allows you
to keep pace with fast changing business conditions it will show you how to achieve better



collaboration with your business partners it will help you create empowered self organizing cross
functional teams that can distill large training efforts into smaller components that can then be
developed and delivered over multiple iterations finally this book will help you assess if the
organizational structure of your training department is optimized to support the needs of your
company
Agile Project Management 2016-11-03 in understanding methodologies and agile project
management we look at the different techniques in which you can successfully develop
management skills as you know it is quite important to adopt a multifaceted approach when it
comes to management to get your job done in a facile manner agile methodology is a
multifaceted approach that finds its application in many different fields and can be considered
an umbrella concept right from engineering to it to business management there are many areas
where one can effectively apply the ideologies of agile management once you go through the
book you will understand how easy it is for you to adopt and utilize it to enhance your business
the agile management technique focuses on four main aspects namely effective communication
with clients parties delivering a work application collaborating with clients and changing up the
scope of work all of these need to be controlled and managed in order to enhance productivity
that is exactly where this book comes into play in the course of this book you will learn how to
understanding the iterative learning process learning about the agile software development
techniques the scope of management meaning and features of agile manifesto dynamic system
development model and its applications the phases of the atern project understanding of the
scrum theory sprint reviews and sprint retrospectives service designs and transitions service
operations lean development principles operational level management techniques steps to
enhance focus agile management basically focuses on enhancing communication within the
organizational structure to ensure that you remain with free flowing ideologies it is a good way
to increase your productivity while managing your work environment the book focuses on
understanding each and every element by breaking it down to the simplest form the concepts
are explained in such a way that they allow you to implement them in your work life you can go
through the concepts in detail to understand each and every aspect of it there is no limit to its
application and you can mold it into any shape or form of your choice you can pass a copy of the
book to all your employees so that they can understand what it takes to partake in agile
management of business you can also consider holding a seminar or a book reading session
where everybody can interpret their ideologies in their own way using the information provided
in the book you can implement agile management in your day to day life whether it is work or
personal life so what are you waiting for start reading right away buy your copy today
Managing Agile Projects 2005 your hands on in the trenches guide to successfully leading
agileprojectsagile methods promise to infuse development with unprecedented flexibility speed
and valueand these promises are attracting it organizations worldwide however agile methods
often fail to clearly define the manager s role and many managers have been reluctant to buy in
now expert project manager sanjiv augustine introduces agility from the manager s point of view
offering a proven management framework that addresses everything from team building to
project control augustine bridges the disconnect between the assumptions and techniques of
traditional and agile management demonstrating why agility is better aligned with today s
project realities and how to simplify your transition using a detailed case study he shows how
agile methods can scale to succeed in even the largest projects defining a high value role for the
manager in agile project environmentsrefocusing on outcomes not rigid plans processes or
controlsstructuring and building adaptive self organizing organic teams forming a guiding vision
that aligns your team behind a common purposeempowering your team with the information it
needs to succeedmanaging the flow of customer value from one creative stage to the
nextleveraging your team members strengths as whole persons implementing full life cycle
agility from planning and coding to maintenance and knowledge transfer customizing agile
methods to your unique environmentbecoming an adaptive leader who can inspire and energize
agile teams whether you re a technical or business manager managing agile projectsgives you
all the tools you need to implement agility in your environmentand reap its full benefits
managing agile projects is part of the robert c martin series c copyright pearson education all
rights reserved
Agile: An Executive Guide 2016-03-22 agile an executive guide describes agile methods in
clear business language specifically written for professionals it will help you make realistic



business driven decisions on whether agile methods are appropriate for your organisation
whether you are looking to reduce your it overheads provide better software solutions to your
clients or have more control over your it expenditures this guide provides practical proven ways
to introduce incorporate and leverage agile methods to maximise your business returns
Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming 2010-06-03 interest in agile
development continues to grow the number of practitioners adopting such methodologies is
increasing as well as the number of researchers investigating the effectiveness of the different
practices and proposing improvements the xp c ference series has actively participated in these
processes and supported the evolution of agile promoting the conference as a place where
practitioners and researchers meet to exchange ideas experiences and build connections xp
2010 continued in the tradition of this conference series and provided an int esting and varied
program as usual we had a number of different kinds of activities in the conference program
including research papers experience reports tutorials workshops panels lightning talks and
posters these proceedings contain full search papers short research papers and experience
reports moreover we have also included in these proceedings the abstracts of the posters the
position papers of the phd symposium and the abstract of the panel this year we had two
different program committees for evaluating research papers and experience reports each
committee included experts in the specific area this approach allowed us to better evaluate the
quality of the papers and provide better suggestions to the authors to improve the quality of
their contributions
Agile Project Management 2020-10-11 are you tired of missing deadlines do you want to
increase speed and flexibility when delivering your product to customers are you looking for an
efficient method to complete your project master agile methodology become an expert get your
agile project management bundle now in this incredible bundle you will learn a management
system that breaks down complex projects into smaller pieces letting you finish everything with
quality this bundle includes book 1 agile project management the definitive beginner s guide to
learning agile project management and understanding methodologies for quality control this
book will help you understand what agile project management is understand what agile project
management is not understand the basic principles behind agile project management
understand why agile is needed understand where agile comes from understand why agile has
so many advantages and what they are understand how to actually apply the 12 agile principles
to real life work understand why teams love agile project management understand how to build
truly agile teams understand how to deploy and scale up your agile projects understand why
sometimes agile might not seem to work understand that agile can be a hybrid approach and as
such it can be implemented in traditional companies understand how agile will ultimately
change your life book 2 agile project management methodology a comprehensive beginner s
guide to scrum kanban xp crystal fdd dsdm if you want to level up already the book at hand is
what you need get it today and learn more about scrum project management basics and why
this method is so popular what s up with the daily standup anyway how scrum and other agile
methods relate to each other kanban and where it really came from the advantages of kanban
and how it connects to scrum extreme programming and whether or not it is still relevant in
2019 crystal methods and why they are among the most flexible methods out there what
feature driven development actually is why the dynamic system development method is ideal
for corporate agile scaling how to choose the right combination of agile practices for your own
business are you ready to start seeing results do you want to transform the way you manage
projects and teams scroll up and click the buy now button
Agile Project Management with GreenHopper 6 Blueprints 2013-01-01 a step by step tutorial
based approach this book is of great help for agile teams who are already using or planning to
use the greenhopper tooling system to execute agile projects it suits all roles in an agile project
including system administrators stakeholders product owners scrum masters and team
members fundamental knowledge of jira is essential
Agile Project Management for Government 2012 governments on both sides of the atlantic have
committed to introducing agile change management for faster results with cheaper
implementation at lower risk the first hands on guide is designed to help public sector leaders
reap the rewards of agile methods based on the latest national and international research
An Agile Life Project Management 2020-07-09 this ebook plants one tree an agile life project
management crucial agile leadership methodologies to manage projects achieve goals



guarantee roi create the perfect environment for all your teams to thrive achieve results drive
roi through the roof with this agile project management guide are you looking for proven
sustainable and easy to follow leadership tools that cultivate the perfect agile environment for
independent high performing teams to thrive you came to the right place in today s fast paced
environment traditional tools have proven to be inadequate when trying to catch up to complex
fast changing markets similarly merely leaving individual teams to their own devices presents
multiple downsides the perfect middle ground can be found with the help of proven agile project
management methodologies using these practices provides any modern organization a chance
to facilitate team ownership and accelerate team learning create ideal environments that help
teams learn grow and thrive for the long term make bigger changes faster get timely feedback
everyone can use to improve and more so how do you cultivate an agile environment for your
teams simple add agile project management by vishal k wadhwani to your toolkit this guide
seeks to teach you all the crucial agile leadership methodologies that help manage
procrastination achieve collective goals and guarantee return of investment in no time with the
help of this game changing book you and your team will create permanent positive change in
small sustainable doses versus huge disruptive deviations that do more harm than good learn all
the field tested tips to maximize daily meetings and ensure that every team member efficiently
performs tasks and reaches goals maximize on the benefits of servant leadership in terms of
boosting performance creating value and achieving great results and so much more agile
methodologies when done right have provided organizations with a realistic but aggressive
project management framework that allowed them to increase each team member s
performance and drive return of investment through the roof make the move to put your
organization on the map now scroll up click on buy now with 1 click and boost your team s
efficiency performance today
Agile Project Management 2021-02-09 get this book with 55 discount last days there is truly
nothing more frustrating than getting lost in a sea of information endless confusing chaotic
information that doesn t let you sleep at night and doesn t even give you the answers you were
searching for unfortunately this is the constant reality of the world we live in with so many
answers at our fingertips we have all but forgotten about finding real solutions and the
processes behind genuine problem solving we have forgotten how it feels to search for answers
that are not cookie cutter and absolute but personalized and adapted to your own specific
situation if you landed on this page it is most likely because you are looking to learn more about
agile project management and everything it entails more than that you might be already familiar
with the basics behind this project management approach and you may be looking for answers
that will help you find the best solution for you and your business we understand that this is
exactly why we have described a two volume series on agile project management the first
volume of this series is already available and we encourage you to check it out if you haven t
already as it will provide you with all the valuable information you need to understand the
complexities of agile project management if you want to level up already the book at hand is
what you need download it today and learn more about scrum project management basics and
why this method is so popular what s up with the daily standup anyway how scrum and other
agile methods relate to each other kanban and where it really came from the advantages of
kanban and how it connects to scrum extreme programming and whether or not it is still
relevant in 2019 crystal methods and why they are among the most flexible methods out there
what feature driven development actually is why the dynamic system development method is
ideal for corporate agile scaling how to choose the right combination of agile practices for your
own business more than anything download our book if you want a full comprehensive view on
the most popular agile methodologies of the moment and how they all connect to the agile
principles so if you are sick and tired of everyone promising you the ultimate solution that
ultimately doesn t fit you if you want a book that will finally tell you the whole truth and nothing
but the truth about project management in an agile world and what it really means to work your
way through the intricacies of this framework if you are ready to embrace change not through
the prism of a prescriptive and dated view but through the prism of a brilliant future scroll up
and click the buy now button
Agile Methodology With Scrum 2019-07-12 document from the year 2019 in the subject business
economics business management corporate governance course mca language english abstract
this work is about how lately agile and especially scrum have become more and more popular a



lot of people in higher management see the agile way of working as the key to success but is
this actually true have we found the silver bullet can every individual work in an agile way if yes
does this mean that the team that he is part of will also adopt and use the agile way of working
and thinking successfully all those questions triggered this research one of the first questions we
ask ourselves for each of our project implementations is which development methodology
should we use this is a topic that gets a lot of discussion as it s the way of organizing the work
for the project and not as often misinterpreted about a style of project management or a specific
technical approach the two basic and most popular methodologies are 1 waterfall which is
known as the traditional approach and 2 agile a specific type of rapid application development
and newer than waterfall but not that new which is often implemented using scrum both are
usable mature methodologies i started by providing basic information about both methodologies
waterfall and agile i try to make the differences between the two methodologies visible and by
giving more emphasis to the second one i present the history behind the methodology the
advantages and disadvantages and i try to come to a conclusion on what is agile and what is not
next at section two i briefly present the basic agile methods and practices i continue with
section 3 that i explain scrum and all the ceremonies and roles related to this methodology
Agile Software Development 2002 alastair cockburn offers advice on bringing difficult
software development projects to a successful conclusion with a minimum of stress the volume
is based on over 10 years of interviewing software project teams
Emerging Innovations in Agile Software Development 2016-01-26 agile is a relatively recent
methodology used in the development process of a project therefore it is important to share new
emerging knowledge with researchers and professionals interested in adopting an agile mindset
emerging innovations in agile software development focuses on the use of agile methodologies
to manage design develop test and maintain software projects emphasizing research based
solutions for contemporary software development this publication is designed for use by
software developers researchers and graduate level students in software engineering and
project management programs
Agile and Scrum 2020-08-10 if you ve always wanted to learn about agile and scrum but never
found reliable and simple information then keep reading two manuscripts in one book agile what
you need to know about agile project management the kanban process lean thinking and scrum
scrum what you need to know about this agile methodology for project management are you
tired of not fully understanding how agile and scrum works have you read endless articles but
never found reliable simple enough practical information in one place do you finally want to say
goodbye to not knowing what agile scrum kanban and lean are if so then you ve come to the
right place understanding the agile methodology doesn t have to be difficult agile thinking and
agile frameworks such as scrum kanban and lean are becoming highly popular in many
industries an increasing number of businesses are starting to use agile values and principles to
achieve their goals therefore understanding the agile way of working is more important than
ever before here s just a fraction of what you ll discover in this book understand the purpose of
project management and how it has evolved over the centuries get to know what agile and the
agile manifesto truly are figure out the 4 values and 12 principles of agile learn about the goals
of agile and whether agile is only for software development identify the difference between agile
and other methodologies get to know what scrum is and the difference between agile and scrum
find out about scrum roles ceremonies and artifacts understand how scrum works from a real life
example get to know about the kanban method and the similarities between agile and kanban
learn about the origins of kanban identify the values and philosophies behind the kanban
method understand the goals of kanban get advice on how to form kanban teams and
implement kanban find out what lean is and a simple comparison of lean and agile learn about
the 5 lean principles get to know the 8 wastes of lean truly understand what lean management
is and much much more take a second to imagine how you ll feel once you finally understand
what agile is and how agile scrum kanban and lean are related imagine how your colleagues and
friends will react to your newfound knowledge of the agile methodology get this book to apply
agile values principles and frameworks to your workplace or business
Agile Project Management 2019-11-22 are you ready for a whole new way to manage your
projects if so you need to read this book are you a project manager who is frustrated by the
rigidity of traditional project management methods do you feel it stifles the creativity of your
team have you seen projects fail because of an inability to respond appropriately to changing



internal or external circumstances if so you re going to be very happy to learn about the
superpower that is known as the agile methodology for project management this book will help
you gain a deeper understanding of the agile principles of management why should i use agile
using the agile method will greatly increase project efficiency and team collaboration and that
will improve your deliverables your team s creativity and your customer s satisfaction agile does
this by providing for the following continuous feedback creative problem solving in every sprint
flexibility in responding to changes adaptive highly creative teams increased team efficiency as
you value individuals and interactions over processes and tools customer collaboration that
dramatically increases satisfaction why should i buy this book to put it simply it explains in easy
to understand language how to apply the agile methodology to every phase of any project
specifically here s what you ll learn the agile process how to plan for success how agile will
improve your communications how the agile method differs from other methods and why it is
better the agile lifecycle the scrum framework the kanban framework how to build an adaptive
team how to implement collaborative management principles why this book from among the
100s of others this book is different in a number of significant ways whereas other books just
skim the surface when explaining this method this book offers specific tools and easy to follow
instructions as well as in depth information on the following topics explanations of the agile
method and the paradigm shift in project management the benefits of agile over other methods
the agile process the tools that will allow you to manage any kind of project the major agile
frameworks both scrum and kanban adaptive team building and collaborative project
management how to avoid the main pitfalls of using this method quite simply this book offers a
comprehensive guide to this highly successful method of project management it gives you
everything you need to know to manage any kind of project so if you re tired of having to push
your team for success if you feel constrained by your current management methodology and or
if you just want to see more projects succeed with improved customer satisfaction you need to
take a look at this method if you follow the principles in this book you will see your project
success rate improve and your customer satisfaction soar so what are you waiting for there s no
better time than the present and there s no easier way to learn about it than by reading this
book get started reading today by clicking on the buy now button
Agile Project Management For Dummies 2012-05-08 learn why agile techniques work better
than historical approaches and use them to rev up your software development with a faster
more flexible approach
Extreme Programming and Agile Processes in Software Engineering 2004-05-14
software development is being revolutionized the heavy weight processes of the 1980s and
1990s are being replaced by light weight so called agile processes agile processes move the
focus of software development back to what really matters running software this is only made
possible by accepting that software developmentisacreativejobdoneby with
andforindividualhumanbeings for this reason agile software development encourages interaction
communication and fun this was the focus of the fifth international conference on extreme p
grammingandagileprocessesinsoftwareengineeringwhichtookplacebetween june 6 and june 10
2004 at the conference center in garmisch partenkirchen at the foot of the bavarian alps near
munich germany in this way the conference provided a unique forum for industry and academic
professionals to discuss their needs and ideas for incorporating extreme programming and agile
metho logies into their professional life under consideration of the human factor we celebrated
this year s conference by re ecting on what we had achieved in the last half decade and we also
focused on the challenges we will face in the near future
Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming 2014-06-30 this book
contains the refereed proceedings of the 15th international conference on agile software
development xp 2014 held in rome italy in may 2014 because of the wide application of agile
approaches in industry the need for collaboration between academics and practitioners has
increased in order to develop the body of knowledge available to support managers system
engineers and software engineers in their managerial economic and architectural project
technical decisions year after year the xp conference has facilitated such improvements and
provided evidence on the advantages of agile methodologies by examining the latest theories
practical applications and implications of agile and lean methods the 15 full papers seven short
papers and four experience reports accepted for xp 2014 were selected from 59 submissions
and are organized in sections on agile development agile challenges and contracting lessons



learned and agile maturity how to evolve software engineering teaching methods and metrics
and lean development
Agile Project Management 2021-01-28 what can help you build a house code software draft a
project or even renovate your business a whiteboard a pad of sticky notes and the knowledge of
how to use them of course agile project management is the solution people have been looking
for born out of sheer need nearly two decades ago agile project management has grown and
expanded past the borders of its software development beginnings these days companies in
marketing medicine pharmaceuticals manufacturing and even governmental institutions employ
agile practices to help their processes to deliver faster and to be better at everything they do to
skeptics agile project management may very well sound like a utopian dream but in fact it is the
complete opposite of that agile project management comes to oppose idealistic views on how
projects should be planned it comes to help you embrace change at its true value and power it
comes to help you deliver better faster more qualitative products regardless of what industry
you work in you will find genuine value in agile project management precisely because it is an
approach so flexible and so broad that you simply cannot ignore it these days this book will help
you understand what agile project management is understand what agile project management
is not understand the basic principles behind agile project management understand why agile is
needed understand where agile comes from understand why agile has so many advantages and
what they are understand how to actually apply the 12 agile principles to real life work
understand why teams love agile project management understand how to build truly agile teams
understand how to deploy and scale up your agile projects understand why sometimes agile
might not seem to work understand that agile can be a hybrid approach and as such it can be
implemented in traditional companies understand how agile will ultimately change your life if
you are looking for a one size fits all solution to your project management needs agile is not it
but to be absolutely honest nothing will ever offer this to you there is no magic solution to
delivering faster better products if you are looking for a comprehensive compelling and easy to
understand book that will teach you the basic tenets of agile without oversimplifying the
concepts behind it then this is what you are searching for if you want a book that will tell it as it
is a book that will be true to the honesty tenet behind agile project management and won t
sugar coat the challenges of embracing this approach then you are in the right place you have
just stumbled upon the agile project management book you need to start out in the world of
agile and do it on the right foot are you ready to start seeing results do you want to transform
the way you manage projects and teams scroll up and click the buy now button
Learning Agile 2015
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